PRISM’S JERSEY RANGE

THE LIGERA RANGE
BY PRISM

THE GRAND TOUR JERSEY
BY PRISM

Prism’s Ligera garments represent the
pinnacle of cycling performance apparel.
Designed with a pro-fit in mind, this garment
enjoys a low colour and longer sleeve lengths
to ensure it mould’s to your body and stays in
place the entire ride.

The Grand Tour Jersey is our Mid-Race
cut jersey. Constructed of All-Italian
fabric, this summer weight jersey wicks
sweat on your longest adventures and
keeps you performing in both race and
more relaxed café rides.

The mixture of Swiss and Italian fabrics
have been chosen with breathability and to
promote airflow to keep you performing on
even the most taxing rides.

The mid-race cut is ideal for someone
who is looking for a slightly more
forgiving jersey than a true race cut, or
who may want to wear a summer base
layer under their jersey.

The race cut garments in the Ligera Range
increase by half sizes to make sure each
jersey is moulded to the needs and physique
of the rider. This can lead to some riders
needing a larger size than they would usually.

THE SPRING CLASSICS RANGE
BY PRISM

This is THE best value jersey on the market today.
Using a blend of fabrics from premium European
and Korean fabric mills, this garment is a
remarkably high quality jersey at this price point.
Ideal of long rides and race environments, the
breathable fabrics and choice of race or relaxed
fit make this an ideal garment for someone
looking for an entry level into the Singularity
experience.
The race cut garments in the Spring Classics
Range increase by half sizes to make sure each
jersey is moulded to the needs and physique of
the rider. This can lead to some riders needing a
larger size than they would usually.

* Gus (Pink) is 185cm and 76kg and is wearing medium knicks and a Medium Race Cut, Ligera Jersey. Kaine (Blue) is wearing a Medium jersey and Knicks and is 184cm and 75kg
* Sean is wearing a the Spring Classics Relaxed Cut jersey for commuting in a size XS. Sean is 177cm and 67kg. Sean is shown here enjoying a bit of the old Mothers Milk after a hard day on the tools

